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Abstract:
Given the high and uncertain frequency of asymptomatic COVID 19 infections and timevarying testing capacity/coverage constraint, it is important to conduct surveillance
using serological tests to determine the seroprevalence at the populations level. Unlike
PCR test that tracks the current/active infections, serological tests (Anti-SARS-CoV-2
assays) determine the presence of anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies, which can be taken as a
good proxy for having been previously infected at some point. This can help assess the
extent of exposure in a population and inform decision making on application,
enforcement or relaxation of containment measures.
The South African National Blood Service (SANBS) and the Western Cape Blood Service
(WCBS) used existing blood screening systems to ascertain the prevalence of anti-SARSCoV-2 antibodies among donors in Eastern Cape, Free State, Northern Cape, and
KwaZulu-Natal. The Specimens (collected on predetermined days from all donors
presenting on those days) were screened for anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies using Roche
anti-SARS-CoV-2 Elecsys E411 system. The seroprevalence was strikingly high, which
aligns with previous studies and confirms a very substantial undercount in the officially
diagnosed cases.
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